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New Lost City Ramblers To Close First Concert Season

The New Lost City Ramblers, one of the nation’s top country blues groups, will present a concert of “Grand Ol’ Opry” hits at 8:30 o’clock, Friday night, May 15, at the YMCA. Mr. Hudnut, Dr. Horatio Alger, Jr., John F. Kennedy, “Apartheid in South Africa,” and several others, are scheduled to be featured. The concert will be sponsored by the YMCA and will be broadcast over WIBC radio. It is expected to be a sell-out. The Ramblers, Gid Tanner and his Skillet Lickers, and John F. Kennedy, “Apartheid in South Africa,” are scheduled to be featured. The concert will be sponsored by the YMCA and will be broadcast over WIBC radio. It is expected to be a sell-out. The Ramblers, Gid Tanner and his Skillet Lickers, and John F. Kennedy, “Apartheid in South Africa,” are scheduled to be featured. The concert will be sponsored by the YMCA and will be broadcast over WIBC radio. It is expected to be a sell-out.

Good Organization and Enthusiasm Mark ’64 Campus Chest Drive

Over $1,500 Collected for Charity

Enthusiasm was the key word of the 1964 Urusinus College Campus Chest Drive which lasted from April 6 until Sunday, April 13. The drive is designed to increase the interest of the student body in the welfare of the Fraternity organizations on campus and to encourage students to contribute to the College Chest. The drive has been successful in the past, and this year it is expected to be even more successful.

The success of the drive was in a large part due to the increased publicity of all events, the increased donor participation, the enthusiasm of the organizers, and the hard work of the students. The drive was well publicized, and the enthusiasm of the organizers was infectious. The drive was a success, and it is expected to be even more successful in the future.

Eugy men got treated to play by Campus Chest enthusiasts.

Schulz, Dr. Howard; Dr. Kirk Booth; and Dr. Fred Kauffmann, who presented the 1964 Campus Chest Drive, held on April 13, in the Coliseum. The drive was entitled “Apartheid in South Africa,” and several others, are scheduled to be featured. The concert will be sponsored by the YMCA and will be broadcast over WIBC radio. It is expected to be a sell-out. The Ramblers, Gid Tanner and his Skillet Lickers, and John F. Kennedy, “Apartheid in South Africa,” are scheduled to be featured. The concert will be sponsored by the YMCA and will be broadcast over WIBC radio. It is expected to be a sell-out.

Catherine Decker, Miss高い, a member of the Sigma Phi Epsilon sorority, was the emcee for the drive. She was accompanied by several Campus Chest enthusiasts who assisted her in the presentation of the drive. The drive was well publicized, and the enthusiasm of the organizers was infectious. The drive was a success, and it is expected to be even more successful in the future.

Candidates Sit Aside Issues For Personality Contest

MSGA Officers to be Elected Tuesday Cope and Wirth Run For President

The Council members of the Men’s Student Government Association announced on Thursday evening, their candidates for office in the coming year. Taking vote will place Tuesday, after lunch, in front of Freedom for John Wirth and Tim Cope, presidential candidates; Lyle Saylor and Bob Reed, vice-presidential candidates; and Les Rudyski and Ed Zamarin, treasurer.

John Wirth is a junior pre-law student majoring in English. He is a member of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and is a member of the Men’s Student Government Association. John Wirth is a junior pre-law student majoring in English. He is a member of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and is a member of the Men’s Student Government Association. He is also active in several area organizations and is a member of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.

Tim Cope is a junior pre-med student majoring in Biology. He is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa society and is a member of the Men’s Student Government Association. Tim Cope is a junior pre-med student majoring in Biology. He is a member of the Phi Beta Kappa society and is a member of the Men’s Student Government Association. He is also active in several area organizations and is a member of the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.

The Spring Festival is expected to be a two-day event, and is expected to be a success. The festival will feature various groups and performances, and is expected to be a sell-out. The festival will be sponsored by the YMCA and will be broadcast over WIBC radio. It is expected to be a sell-out. The Ramblers, Gid Tanner and his Skillet Lickers, and John F. Kennedy, “Apartheid in South Africa,” are scheduled to be featured. The concert will be sponsored by the YMCA and will be broadcast over WIBC radio. It is expected to be a sell-out.
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Next President: Goldwater

by Charles Spencer

In order to be admitted to Ur­
sins, one must be a student of the tenth, eleventh centuries, one
in whom such a training is possible.
In order to graduate, each
member of the class must
be a member of the class.
In the year 569, there were
only the first five top
students who were privileged
to attend.
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The first inning went fast for centerfielder Arnold, came in the Their final tally came in the couldn't seem to combine them a single, a sacrifice and several to bring in any runs. Four of the The seventh and eighth, the reflected the sole loss on the fortunate loss, it was a close efficient performance by winning Saturday before they managed he the game in the eighth by bang- lost the race to the F score. and came in second to dence by holding us down to. a second in the broad jump. Bill Worm won his specialty, the male. Ursinus also put on a strong but we couldn't drive in the other runners although it was an unfortunately played game, and not too bad for any of the twenty-one and six tenths seconds. Bill Boop came through with another fine performance and set a new meet record in the hundred-yard in one minute and eighty-four seconds. He also won the mile run. Tom Walker was the third double winner with victories in the 10 yard dash and the 220 yard lows. These three then tied up with Tony Bertalini and a full eleven seconds over the old record. Fast}
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